**Bi-weekly Norwegian Movie Series**

**Spring Term 2010**  
**Time:** 6:30-9:00 p.m.  
**Location:** Yamada Language Center (Pacific Hall) Room 115

1. **Wednesday, March 31**

**Buddy** – directed by Morten Tyldum, 2004

*Kristoffer’s love life is on the rocks. But what can you expect from a guy who likes to videotape himself and his friends pulling outrageous stunts? When Kristoffer’s video diary winds up at a popular TV show, it’s not just his love life that turns upside down. A vibrant young cast explores the true meaning of friendship and love in a heart-warming story about high jinks, crazy roommates and reality television.*

2. **Wednesday, April 14**

**Insomnia** – directed by Erik Skjoldbærg, 1997

*Disgraced Swedish detective Johan Engstrøm (Stellan Skarsgård) travels to Northern Norway to solve a brutal murder in Insomnia. Unable to sleep through the night of the midnight sun, Engstrøm quickly loses his grip on the case and his mind. Erik Skjoldbærg’s debut feature is a deft amalgam of psychological thriller, morality play and police procedural.*

3. **Wednesday, April 28**

**Monster Thursday** – directed by Arild Østin Ommundsen, 2004

*Karen is getting married with Tord, with whom she’s having a child. Even is Tord’s best man. It’s just too bad that Even loves Karen. When Tord has to travel to Asia on a business trip, Even decides to go for it. He gets expert help and learns how to surf. And he gets close to Karen, perhaps a little too close. The forces of nature brew up a storm and the waves are big along the coast of Southwestern Norway. Everything is set for Monster Thursday!*  

4. **Wednesday, May 12**

**Kitchen Stories** – directed by Bent Hamer, 2003

*A Swedish researcher strikes up an unlikely friendship with a cranky Norwegian farmer in this comedy that captured audiences’ hearts around the world. It’s the 1950s and a Swedish efficiency expert under strict orders not to interact with his subject is sent to improve a Norwegian farmer’s culinary efforts. But the sly old farmer much prefers to amuse himself by impeding the timid researcher’s work! Soon, in the struggle between neutral observation and the need for human interaction, the kitchen becomes a battleground!*